
 

 

Select Sydney suburbs have water pressure cut to 
meet conservation targets 
 
The following article appeared on thedailytelegraph.com.au on April 5, 2021 

A Sydney Water program to “help meet water conservation targets” has caused some Sydney 
suburbs to have their water pressure turned way down. 

Some Sydney suburbs are quietly having their mains water pressure dialled down – with 
pressure so poor people can’t rinse shampoo out of their hair – under a Sydney Water program 
to cut leaks in pipes and “help meet water conservation targets”. 

The “Water pressure management project” has been cutting the pressure in areas with a history 
of breaks in water pipes, including Hunters Hill down to Woolwich, Pymble, Newport, Mount 
Terry and Berkeley. 

So far, the scheme has saved 30 million litres of water a day. 

Households are told “you may need to turn on the tap more and it could take a little longer to fill 
a bath or washing machine”. 

 

 
Image 1: Sydney Water says it uses "pressure reduction valves to achieve more consistent water 
pressure levels". Image: Sydney Water. 



 

 

But some residents have complained about pressure so low that dishwashers won’t work 
properly and that they can “spit better” than what comes out of their dribbling shower head. 

Business owner Jackie Wright, from Hunters Hill, said she has been experiencing low water 
pressure “for a long time now” and has had to adjust her daily routine. 

“Some mornings when I wake up and want to wash my hair I can’t because the water pressure 
isn’t even strong enough to wash the shampoo out,” she said. 

“I can only run one appliance at a time so if I want to have a shower I definitely can’t put the 
dishwasher on as well. 

“Some days I could spit harder than my water pressure at home. 

“I had no idea my suburb was put on the list for less water pressure.” 

 

 
Image 2: A map of the Hunters Hill area which has been chosen under Sydney Water's Water 
Pressure Management Project. 



 

 

Sydney Water web pages explain that under the project, most Sydney homes have a pressure 
between 15 metres and 65 metres, with the average pressure in targeted suburbs 52 metres. 

Suburbs with high pressure are selected. 

The authority tells residents it will “continue to meet our operating Licence – ensuring no less 
than 15m of pressure at the water main connection point under normal conditions for all 
properties”. 

It says dropping water pressure management will improve the network’s reliability. 

 

 
Image 3: Water escaping from Sydney Water pipeline from Heathcote to Engadine. 

“Excessive water pressure can lead to breaks and leaks in our water pipes,” it says. 

“Water pressure management has a number benefits as it reduces water demand and leaks to 
help meet water conservation targets.” 



 

 

Sydney Water also warns that in some cases residents will have to upgrade their instantaneous 
hot water systems, corroded galvanised pipes or existing pressure reducing valves to cope with 
the changes. 

Concerns have also been expressed by some security risk firms about the effect on fire 
sprinklers and fire hoses. 

Sydney Water says private infrastructure such as a fire protection system which depends on 
water pressure could be affected. 

 

 
Image 4: A burst water main is leaking at the end of Kippax Street, Sydney CBD. 

“Property owners are responsible for the design and working order of fire protection systems 
and other water pressure dependent systems and devices on their property,” the agency states. 

Residents in the Illawarra have previously been told their water pressure could drop by as much 
as 60 per cent under the scheme. 


